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Stephen Fitzgerald is a humanitarian and activist

who sees it how it is and says it how it is.

OPEN LETTER JULY 2020 - “Big Oil show their hand”
Big Oil v The Planet is the fight of our lives - Literally!

All the major conflict around the world, right now, are about control of oil and natural gas.
The death in the Middle East and all those refugees are about oil and, that extends to the
US/China conflict in Venezuela for control of the worlds largest oil reserve.

The pandemic shut down global and domestic travel and the demand for oil plummeted.
Over supply and oil storage became the big problem. Prices bottomed and, without storage,
oil production would need to be shut down, some wells permanently.

Trump and his backers pushed for America to re-open from the pandemic too early and start
burning oil again. Since then, Corvid-19 cases have spiked, e.g. the lone star Republican state
of Texas. Governors have needed to reimposed earlier restrictions, people are dying
needlessly and the oil companies have shown their hand…

They don’t mind killing innocent people in the Middle East and they don’t mind killing their
own countrymen on home soil, to protect profit, and that speaks for itself. Big Oil only care
about their stake holders and screw us, screw humanity and screw the planet.

We have 50 years supply of oil left on the planet and a bit more than that in natural gas. If
we burn it all, with global warming, the planet burns and us along with it. There’s a pretty
strong argument to transition away from fossil fuel sooner rather than later. We just need a
bit of enlightenment and the political will.

Additional Reading on this topic:
Nowhere to store oil - Tankers are all full
Trump in a rush - Drives country back to work
Law and order Trump - Brings out the military
Big oil v the planet - The evidence!
The Beast among us - Climate SOS

OPEN LETTER JUNE 2020 - “China Crisis, Trade, Sovereignty and Mad Kings”
China crisis: why the global economy needs a rethink

Australia's reliance on China: But out of all the countries in the West, Australia is the most
dependent on China. According to the latest available figures, Australia imports more goods
and services from China than any other country, with China accounting for 18% of Aussie
imports. It imports 595 categories of goods from China, including 167 that are vital for
Australia's national infrastructure.
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Australia's exports to China: China is an even more crucial export partner with the country
representing nearly a third (32.7%) of Australia's exports. In total these exports are worth
$89.2 billion and account for a sizable chunk of the nation's GDP. The country's top exports
to China are iron ores and concentrates, followed by coal, natural gas, gold and beef.

China's tariffs on Aussie imports: Australia, like the US, has been embroiled in trade-related
disagreements with China. After the Australian government called for a probe into the
origins of COVID-19, China responded by slapping tariffs of 80% on Aussie barley exports, a
decision that is set to cost Australia's economy as much as $500 million a year. Unlike many
other Western countries, Australia has a large trade surplus with China, exporting far more
to China than it imports, and this presents a huge challenge economically and politically.

Hit to Western economies: The West does stand to lose out in a major way if it distances
itself too much from China, particularly the most dependent countries such as nearby
Australia. Western companies would miss out on China's enormous and lucrative domestic
market, which holds Western products in high esteem. Yet it is likely that the trading
relationship between China and the West will never be the same again.

Trade and Sovereignty:Morrison strikes at China after phone call from Trump and Australia
can't hold high hopes for US trade support. Australia-China trade stoush over corona-virus
inquiry puts exports, and more, at risk and Defiant Scott Morrison insists Australia did
nothing wrong. No, that’s right, Australia did nothing wrong! Scott Morrison did everything
wrong by sucking up to Donald Trump. Also add: "Tourism loss may be just tip of iceberg in
China-Australia row".

So much then for Scott Morrison defending and protecting Australia’s national sovereignty:
"Sovereignty being the full right and power of a governing body over itself, without any
interference from outside sources or bodies".

Mad Kings: On one hand Scott Morrison is vowing to defend Australian sovereignty and on
the other hand he is bowing down to Mad King Donald Trump and threatening tens of
billions of dollars in Australian trade when we can least afford it. In the words of Noam
Chomsky: The presidency, the White House, is in the hands of a sociopathic megalomaniac
who's interested in nothing but his own power, electoral prospects -- doesn't care what
happens to the country, the world. I fear that also includes what may happen to Australia.
America is not the problem, we love America. Donald Trump is the problem.

Add it up: Trump attacks China - Morrison backs Trump - China attacks Australia! You don’t
need to be a genius to work it out. Solution: Get rid of Trump and shut up Morrison. That, of
course, still doesn't resolve the US/China/Venezuela oil stouch grinding away in the
background. Negotiations on how to divide the spoils comes after a protracted conflict.

OPEN LETTER MAY 2020 - “Climate Crisis”
Climate Wars

Australia’s most senior former public servants and scientists reveal their anger about climate
policy failure. View 4 Corners “Climate Wars”. The end result of politicising a disaster is a
bigger disaster. E.g. In the U.S., Democrats wear Covid-19 masks and Republicans don’t. A
country ensnared by extreme right-wing handbook ideology is invariably a country divided.
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On 18th March 2020 I sent an email to every media outlet, editor and federal politician in
the country (it's called planting seeds) as follows: - "Our global leaders are listening to the
experts when it comes to a medical emergency impacting the sick and elderly but, refuse to
listen to the experts when it comes to catastrophic climate change threatening all of
humanity and the natural world?"

That message is now starting to cut through with the government being held to account.
Headline: "Government listening to science on both corona-virus and climate change, Angus
Taylor says". Alan Jones's mate Climate Minister Angus Taylor was seen (rightly or wrongly)
as a "pro-coal climate change denier" before the corona-virus hit and the coalition were
then forced to listen to the experts.

It's not too difficult to work out what's going on here - The right wing are the political arm of
big business and the biggest business on the planet is the fossil fuel industry. The experts say
that coal is out of the question to save us from global warming and catastrophic climate
change so the LNP have turned to fracking the gas out of Australia as the lesser of two evils
to generate power.

The end result is massive profit to the fossil fuel industry, the wide scale destruction of
Australian ecosystems and no reduction in atmospheric CO2 concentration since burning gas
still adds to the problem. So it's just another big con by Scott Morrison and the LNP designed
to protect the fossil fuel industry and avoid getting serious about transitioning to renewable
clean energy.

The first priority of government is to protect society, then its providing services and then
education. Nowhere woven into that equation is protecting politicians personal interests.
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